Abstract. The computational complexity of the provability problem in systems of modal propositional logic is investigated. Every problem computable in polynomial space is log space reducible to the provability problem in any modal system between K and $4. In particular, the provability problem in K, T, and $4 are log space complete in polynomial space. The nonprovability problem in $5 is log space complete in nondeterministic polynomial time.
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program q can terminate with B being true" by the assertion "[p](A (q}B)".
If is a finite alphabet, then define * to be the set of all finite words from letters in E and A to be the empty word and E += E*-{A}. If x, y E*, then Ixl denotes the length of x, xy denotes x concatenated to y/and x denotes x concatenated to itself n times (x=A, xk=x X k-1 for k_->l). Let N= {0, 1, 2, .}. If n -> 1, then log n is defined to be [log2 n] and log 0 0.
1. Modal logic. We define formulas so that they are words in a finite alphabet. A variable is a member of VAR-{0, 1}*$. A Boolean formula is either a variable or has the form (A^B) or ---A where A and B are Boolean formulas.
The set of Boolean formulas, denoted by BF, is a subset of AB*F where AaF-- We will systematically use^, v, as both logical symbols and as the Boolean operations on { T, F} they represent.
Let PC (for propositional calculus) be some complete set of axioms for the valid Boolean formulas where the rules of inference are substitution and modus ponens. A modal system is a set of modal formulas. If S is a modal system, then define the provability relation, -s, inductively as follows. If -sA, then we say that A is provable in S and we define S-PROVABLE {A MF" t-sA}.
There are at least four important modal systems, K, T, $4, and $5 The reader unfamiliar with modal logic can appeal to Hughes and Cresswell [4] .
Very useful semantic models for many modal systems were discovered by Kripke [6] . In particular, there are such semantics for the four systems K, T, $4, and $5. In the remainder of this section the facts we state are either due to Kripke [6] or are attributed to him. V(A^B, w)= T iff V(A, w)= T and V(B, w)= T, V(--.A, w)= T iff V(A, w)= F, V([-1A, w)= T iff for all w' W, if wRw', then V(A, w')= T.
Define (W, R, V) to be a K-model if it is a model structure and to be a (i) T [2] implicitly showed the existence of log space complete sets in NP-TIME while Stockmeyer and Meyer [12] showed the existence of log space complete sets in P-SPACE. There is a well known relationship between complete problems and open problems concerning P-TIME, NP-TIME, and P-SPACE.
FACT 2.1. If L is log space complete in NP-TIME,then L P-TIME if and only if P-TIME NP-TIME.
FACT 2.2. If L is log space complete in P-SPACE, then (i) L 6 P-TIME if and only if P-TIME P-SPACE, (ii) L 6 NP-TIME if and only if NP-TIME P-SPACE. If l:NN and f: Z*A* then f is length l(n) bounded if for all xZ*, If(x)l <--/(Ix I). The following fact due to Stockmeyer and Meyer [12] and Jones [5] is helpful later in establishing lower bounds. Iwl-m, then VA (A', w)= T.
As an example of the preceding proof consider the formula 'qXI::IX2(X1 X2). This formula is true and its modal companion B is satisfied in the S4-model graphically displayed in Fig. 1 . (4) X2(6) X2 (6) T--variables that must be true.
F--variables that must be false. (by the induction hypothesis for/" < and by 2 and 4 above for/" i), 8 . V(X., tr(w)) V(X., tr(w')) if] < and w' is the prefix of w of length i-1 (by 7 above), 9 . V(X/, tr(w))= T if Qi V and w ends in 1 (by 2 and 5 above), 10 . V(X/, tr(w))= F if Qi V and w ends in 0 (by 2 and 5 above). We leave it to the reader to convince himself that such a mapping exists because B is K-satisfiable. (4) and (6) dominate with lengths O(m 2) and O(n) respectively. Hence IBI is O(nZ/log n).
Case (iii). We replace fit') with simply ft. In this case (1) and (6) In the spirit of Stockmeyer 11 we use the lemma to show lower bounds on the space complexity of provability in K, 7", and $4. 1/ for infinitely many n. Proof. We begin with a proof of (i) which parallels almost exactly a proof of Stockmeyer [11, Cor. 6.6] . Suppose to the contrary that K-PROVABLEe NSPACE(s (n )) where for all c >0, s(n)<=c(n/log 4 n) 
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The proof that K-WORLD works is essentially the same as that for Kripke's corresponding algorithm [6] deg(-" U "') < deg(-' U '). Since the degree of any set of subformulas of ---A is _-<n, then there can be at most O(n 2) levels of recursion. The total space is O(n 3).
More elaborate changes to T-WORLD are necessary to obtain an analogous procedure S4-WORLD. We need the ability to check if the current world is exactly the same as a prior world. To do this we introduce a new parameter which is a sequence {(-1, B1), (-2, B2)," ", (-/, Bg)} where '1 '2 C'" " "k are sets of modal formulas and B1,'' ", B are modal formulas. 
